English (Including Homework)

**Synthetic phonics** - segmenting and blending sound codes. Working within differentiated groups focussing on phases 2, 3, 4.

**Colourful semantics** - developing sentence construction. Exploring punctuation.

**Speaking and listening** - questioning skills. (5W's) Barrier games. Makaton signing sessions. Speech and language therapy.

**Cross curricular writing.**

Mathematics (Including Homework)

**Number:** Rote counting, number rhymes, using matching to solve problems, sequencing numbers. Addition/Subtraction.

**Shape space and measure:** Explore properties of 2D and 3D shapes, prepositions, comparative language in practical situations. Time.

**Data handling:** Sort objects by given criteria, collect data.

**Using and applying:** Explore materials and equipment for their properties. Patterns and sequences. Money.

Class 10M

P.E. & Forest School

**Forest school session:** Wednesday.
**P.E session:** Monday and Friday (Gross motor activities)

**Swimming with integration classes.**

Staff

**Miss Mills** - Class Teacher.
**Mrs Tustin** - Teaching Assistant.
**Miss Nicole** - Teaching Assistant.
**Mrs Green** - Inclusion Manager.
**Mr Crees** - PPA/Forest School

Important Autumn Dates

20.10.15/ 22.10.15 Parent's evening.

26.10.15 - 2.11.15 HALF TERM.

11.12.15 - 10M's Class assembly.

17.12.15 Christmas service and parties.

21.12.15 Break up for Christmas.

Topic - Pirates

**Learn about:**
Simple mechanisms such as pulleys, levers and joints. Forces (push, pull, floating and sinking). Exploring properties of simple materials. How to conduct a fair test. About water transport through the ages and across the world. How to use a range of sources to find information.